
         
 

Filming Proposal 
 
Sept 27, 2018, 
 
Hello, 
 
We are filming scenes for a TV Commercial entitled “Subaru” and would like permission to film two of these 
scenes on crown land. One scene is on the banks of a river and include two actors camping beside their Subaru 
car. The second scene is of the car driving on the Squamish Valley FSR. 
 
We are not planning on filming these scenes with a drone or any large equipment, nor do we anticipate changing 
any vegetation near the camping spot but would place the tent on exposed rock. 
 
We anticipate having 25-30 crew members with us and having 4-5 three ton trucks and 5 other support vehicles 
with us parked at the High falls Creek forestry campsite. Our 10 crew cars as well as the three larger sized trucks 
will remain parked on the Squamish Valley FSR road and will be coned off for safety. A local traffic control 
company will also be on site to assist, providing safety to all users of the FSR. site. All garbage and refuse would 
be taken away by our company once filming has been completed. Once of our trucks has a washroom that will be 
used by the crew while on location.  
 
I am working with LM David Pink directly with this project.  
 
I look forward to talking with you about this commercial. 
 
Here are a few more details: 
 

- No stunts or SPFX will be attempted for this project 
- -we don’t anticipate needing security or vehicle access beyond public roads 
- We will access the hero locations from a well used driving path that leads to the camping site 
- we wont have any set construction or improvements 
- we wont be removing soil, or using artificial snow or hazardous materials 
- no animals 
- - we will have a spill kit with us in case of oil discharge from a vehicle 
- Will have crafty 1st aid attendant as well. 
- catering or craft will be contained to private property nearby. 
- we will have safety certified personnel on site to ensure safety 
- - we will have Pas on set late to make sure nothing is left behind. 
-  
List of names that can sign official documents: 

 
- JC STROUTS and DAVID PINK 

 
KIND REGARDS, 
JC Strouts 
Filmgroup TV 
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